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Guidance on Emissions Agenda

Tuesday 8th October - Parallel session on Guidance on emissions 

17:00- 17:20 Jeroen Kuenen (TNO)  “Comparison between CAMS-REG and 
EMEP”

17:20- 17:40 Kees Cuvelier (JRC)  “Mosaic of bottom-up inventories” 
17:40 - 18:00 Daniel Rodríguez Rey (BSC) “Coupling between traffic and 

emission models for evaluation of mobility plans”
18:00 - 18:20 Sandy Fameli (NOA)  "Local profile of emissions from 

residential heating in Greece"
18:20- 18:30 Conclusions from this session for plenary discussion next day



Guidance on Emissions Agenda

Wednesday 9th October - Plenary session on Guidance on emissions 

08:30- 8:50 Marc Guevara (BSC)  “Best practices on fine scale emissions 
derived from HERMESv3”

08:50- 09:10 Jeroen Kuenen (TNO)  “Presentation of CAMS-REG emission 
inventory”

09:10- 09:20 Leonor Tarrasón (NILU)  “Introduction to emission roadmap”
09:20- 10:00 Common discussion on FAIRMODE emission activities



Composite mapping for emissions

FAIRMODE WG2 CONTRIBUTIONS



Composite Emissions                                Capabilities

• Visualisation of spatial patterns
• Quick first check of emission results

• Comparison of inventories  - emission densities and totals
• 2 sectors : S2: residential heating , S7: road traffic
• Requires knowledge on emissions to interpret the results of the 

comparison 

2 current applications
 Pilot exercise 
 Evaluation of regional inventories
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WG 2 : Contribution to FAIRMODE pilot

WG 2 : Evaluation of

emission inventories

Benchmarking with other 

inventories to 

understand strengths 

and limitations

Guidance on how to 

evaluate an emission

inventory
- Cookbook

- User guidance documents

- 4 publication examples

- Bilateral support 

- Workshop group discussions

Documentation of the
inventory:

- What to look for

- How to classify the inventory

Benchmarking Δ- emission
tool

- identify stengths

- identify possible processes missing

Benchmarking emission
composite

- check spatial  differences across

pollutants
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FAIRMODE Recommendations

Fitness-Check for AAQDs           Feedback reflection on FAIRMODE

1. Modelling not generally used for reporting under AAQDS

2. Focus on compliance with limit values – not impact assessment

3. Limited links to NECD – Emission gap

• FAIRMODE mature network

• FAIRMODE Guidance needs to be strengthened 

….to secure the AAQD have successfully defined methods to monitor and 

assess air quality and  to ensure that representative and high quality 

assessment regimes are in place in all Member States. 
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WG2: Urban Emissions Recommendations

• The compilation of emission data under NECD does not 
take into account the needs for emission data in air quality 
modelling applications under the AAQDs. 

• The guidance under EMEP/EEA do not aim at providing 
input to high resolution air quality models

• Urban Emission Gap: The experience gained in FAIRMODE 
with emission benchmarking and understanding of urban 
emissions shows the existence of a large gap between 
national and urban inventories.



WG2: Urban Emissions Recommendations (1)

1. Specify the requirements on the (urban) emission 
data to be used as input for air quality assessments. 

The current system to compile and report national emission 
data is not appropriate to ensure the representative and 
highly spatially and temporally disaggregated air quality 
assessments required under the AAQD. 

Additional Reporting Requirements - Links to NECD



WG2: Urban Emissions Recommendations (2)

2. Contribute to the current EMEP/EEA emission 
inventory Guidebook to include guidance on urban 
emission compilation. 

More specifically, to raise awareness of the limitations of 
downscaling. FAIRMODE WG2 can host a process to secure 
the development of user-checked guidance for URBAN 
emission inventory compilation.

Additional Guidance – links to NECD



WG2: Urban Emissions Recommendations (3)

3. Promote benchmarking activities in FAIRMODE as a 
system to study the quality of emission data used as 
input in air quality assessments.

The benchmarking of emission inventories in selected cities 
that has been performed in the framework of FAIRMODE WG2 
during the last years has highlighted large inconsistencies 
between local bottom-up urban emission inventories and 
regional emission inventories and contributed to the 
improvement to both types of emission inventories. It is 
recommended to promote the use of the Emission Delta-tool.

Quality assessment



WG2: Urban Emissions Implications

The application of the WG2 recommendations would have significant 
implications for the compilation and quality control of emission data 
and in the resources used for the emission data compilation.

• Due to the current lack of information and high level of discrepancy, Member States 
need to include detailed information on the geographical distribution of emissions 
(spatial proxies and methods used) in the following Informative Inventory Report 
(IIR)

• Top-down regional emission inventories would need to ensure consistency with 
bottom-up urban emission inventories when used for supporting local air quality 
planning. 

• The use of a growing range of open data relevant to the compilation and evaluation 
of  activity and emission data – satellite data for industrial sector – agricultural 


